QUICKSTART PROGRAM – DOD RFID “COMPLIANT NOW” PRINT SERVICE

Explore an easy way to get the RFID encoding, post print verification and serialization tracking you need to become RFID compliant without a capital expenditure.

As easy as logging on to your personalized printer web portal and inputing the variable tag data, the quickStart program does the job; encoding, verifying and shipping the finished labels to you with a same day turn around. Included will be a quality verification document you can use to guarantee the verification process in place.

THE PROCESS:

› SLS will set up your company and items that will be RFID labeled
› Your Company will log on, fill out the variable information along with a purchase order and shipping requirements
› SLS will
   - Print and encode your Labels
   - Externally verify that the correct information encoded
   - Package and ship the finished goods to you

THE RESULTS:

› Simple, inexpensive and no capital budgeting for hardware that might go mostly unused
› No system failures at your site when production requirements demand labeling
› No serial number duplication
› Easy per item cost budgeting as you build your RFQ’s requiring RFID

Outgrow this method and SLS can install the same at your facility. Our capabilities reach from stand alone shipping stations with one printer and one reader to complete automation of the labeling on multiple production lines even in multiple sites. WAWF data transfer then can be automated. No more typing and retyping mistakes. A file transfer built from the actual tags created is sent automatically as your advanced shipping notice that is required when tagging with RFID.